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factors, including income, occupation, housing, and local environment, affecting individuals which are determined, in large part, by the structure of society. Diet and smoking are strongly correlated with social and environmental circumstances. Low income families consume more animal fat, potatoes, sugar, and preserves and less fruit and fresh vegetables than high income families. 6 Smoking, particularly among women, has been increasingly associated with material deprivation since the 1950s,7-9 and smoking in pregnancy is consistently correlated with material deprivation in the UK,10 1' the USA,12 and northern Europe9 13 (see table 1 ).
Within each social group, women smoking during pregnancy tend to be the least educated, the least likely to own their own home, and the most likely to have lower incomes.11
The lower the income of the mother, the more likely she is to smoke more and the less likely she is to give up during pregnancy. '4 Adverse pregnancy and childhood outcomes are also strongly correlated with measures of poor social and environmental circumstances15 16 36 The exclusion from routine health data of children whose parents are classified as 'unoccupied', has been shown to produce a misleading picture of inequalities in child health37 as they have even higher mortality rates than children in social class V. The effect of this inadequate classification is to blur the extent of differences between social groups.
(2) INSUFFICIENT ALLOWANCE FOR RESIDUAL CONFOUNDING
The potential for residual confounding arises when the exposure of interest and the potential confounders are closely correlated. The degree to which a potential confounder can be controlled for in an analysis depends on the precision with which it can be measured for individual subjects.38 The more closely the exposure is correlated with the potential confounder, the greater the impact of the residual confounding on the analysis.36
Evidence from adults suggests that as much as 30% of the apparent independent effect of smoking may be due to inadequate classification of social factors. 36 The extent to which smoking acts as a surrogate measure of social and environmental circumstances within a particular analysis will depend on two factors. Firstly, how precise is the classification of social and environmental circumstances. In many studies, it is dichotomised into 'non-manual' and 'manual' groups on the basis of occupation: as these groups are not homogeneous, intraclass variations in outcome are likely to be large. Any factor acting as a surrogate measure of this variation will appear to have a substantial independent effect in a multivariate analysis. Rates of smoking in women vary with income within each social class" and therefore smoking may act as a measure of variation within class.
Secondly, although social and environmental circumstances are associated with many outcomes, there are few data to clarify which particular factors are important for a particular outcome. Clearly, social and environmental circumstances do not 'cause' adverse health outcomes, they are simply markers for an increased risk of some particular constellation of causes. The measure of social and environmental circumstances chosen for the analysis may not be a valid measure of those factors which are important for the outcome of interest. This may increase the apparent effects of surrogate measures of social and environmental circumstances, such as maternal smoking, in the analysis.
In epidemiological studies, a dose-response relationship is regarded as strong evidence of causality. Where a dose-response relationship exists, for the association to be due to confounding, the confounder must also have a dose-response relationship with the outcome and be closely correlated with the exposure. The apparent dose-response relationship of smoking to adverse fetal and early childhood outcomes has been used to substantiate the view that the relationship is causal.4 31 However,  there is also a dose-response relationship between maternal smoking in pregnancy and deprivation4 39 suggesting that the association may, in part, reflect confounding by social and environmental circumstances related factors.
(3) USE OF INAPPROPRIATELY ADJUSTED OUTCOME MEASURES
In some widely quoted studies, the authors have carried out the analysis in two stages: first adjusting the outcome variable to take account of potential confounders and then examining the effects of social and environmental circumstance variables on the adjusted variable. This is a superficially attractive method but, where the variables for which the outcome is adjusted are correlated with social and environmental circumstances, this will reduce the apparent effect of social and environmental circumstance variables in the main analysis. The correct approach requires that both the outcome and the independent variables be 'adjusted' for the effects of the confounder. This phenomenon is illustrated by a study of the height of schoolchildren which concluded that observed social class variation in children's height was the result of biological variation in the mothers. 40 The outcome measure used in the analysis was a height score adjusted for maternal height and the child's birth weight. After these adjustments, social class variations in height no longer reached conventional levels of statistical significance. Logan, Spencer However, maternal height and birth weight reflect both biological and social factors so that the initial adjustment inevitably reduces the apparent effect of social and environmental circumstances.
Similarly, Brooke et al in assessing the effects of smoking and social factors on birth weight, use as their outcome measure birth weight corrected for gestational age and maternal height.24 Here again, adjusting for a variable (maternal height) closely correlated with social and environmental circumstances, is likely to diminish their apparent effect. ( 
4) BEHAVIOUR AS THE PRIMARY RESEARCH FOCUS
The preoccupation with behavioural influences may also affect the interpretation of results. Harlap and Davies reported that parental smoking has an effect, independent of social group, on early childhood admission with bronchitis and pneumonia.4' An alternative interpretation of the figures presented in the paper might lead to a different emphasis (see table 2).
Although there is a small increased relative risk of admission for pneumonia and bronchitis among the infants of smokers, the risks associated with low social group are far greater in the infants of both smokers and nonsmokers, a finding not discussed by the authors.
Other reasons to doubt that smoking explains all the social and environmental circumstance differences in adverse outcomes There are other reasons to doubt the contention that smoking 'explains' social and environmental circumstance differences in adverse outcomes.
Smoking among women in northern Europe is a relatively recent phenomenon.7 9
Before 1940, few women smoked. Since the 1950s when equal numbers of women from different social groups smoked, smoking among women and in pregnancy has become increasingly associated with material deprivation.7 However, the social class gradient in childhood mortality and morbidity has remained unchanged throughout this period. 
